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Thank you, NFTA, for getting us rolling
toward a quieter, healthier electric bus
future.

The NFTA has secured a $2.5 million
Federal Transit Authority grant to
retrofit the diesel garage on Michigan
Avenue and Main Street for electric
buses. This retrofit begins the process
of eliminating 105 diesel buses and
replacing them with nonpolluting
electric buses.

In this time of great unemployment,
our group of 18 Western New York
organizations, who are a cross-section
of citizens devoted to social justice,
public health, environmental quality,
public transportation and climate
change mitigation, asks NFTA to keep
all jobs and engage the public in
appropriate distribution of the
nonpolluting buses to help clean up the
environment. This is how we think
about the issue of social justice and
rolling out the new electric buses.
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Electric buses are one important, small
step toward decreasing Western New
York’s carbon footprint and
eliminating the air pollution that
threatens us with asthma, heart disease
and increased susceptibility to Covid-
19.

According to a study at Harvard
University, coronavirus patients in
areas with high levels of air pollution
before the pandemic were more likely
to die from the infection. Here in our
neighborhood, the communities that
would benefit most from eliminating
pollution by cars and buses are those
near the Peace Bridge and along
Routes 198 and 33. They are largely
communities of color.

New York State, under Gov. Andrew M.
Cuomo, continues its legacy of climate
leadership by committing to motor
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vehicle emissions reductions of at least
55% by 2035. Electrifying public transit
buses is one key to achieving that goal.

But the solution to climate-changing
greenhouse gases and unhealthy air is
not simple. A few electric buses alone
will not do it. If we look at the
statistics, 40% of greenhouse gases are
attributable to transportation. Of that
40%, cars contribute 60%.

What is needed, most urgently, to
achieve meaningful air quality change
is a drastic reduction in miles traveled
by cars. One full bus can replace 50
private cars while diminishing the need
for parking pave-over and reducing
wear-and-tear and congestion on
roadways.

Public transit is part of the answer, but
also making it safe to bike and walk are
essential approaches to the problem of
air pollution.
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Electric buses are sleek and modern.
They are amazingly quiet and their
easy acceleration provides a smooth,
comfortable ride. The roll-out must
address communities in need and
nothing short of a major campaign can
achieve this.

Richard Steinberg is chairman of the
Sierra Niagara Group Zero Emission
Bus Committee.
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needs to stop referring to the
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Two recent federal indictments have hinted at the
existence of a Mafia family in Buffalo. Don’t believe it.
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Italian American group violates
our diversity
Jul 18, 2020

Cristoforo Colombo is neither the despoiler of a New
World Garden of Eden nor a 15th century Adolf Hitler,
writes Rosario A. Iaconis.

The Editorial Board:
Grand Island should
look harder at
Amazon
Jul 19, 2020

Granting that significant issues are involved in the
proposal to build a gigantic warehouse and
distribution center on Grand Island, we noneth…

Another Voice: With more layo!s,
New Era again shows its true colors
Jul 19, 2020

We will never forgive New Era Cap Co. for the
economic destruction they have placed upon the
Buffalo Niagara region, write Richard Lipsitz and
Deborah M. Hayes.

Commentary: Federal
agents deployed by
Trump spirit away
protesters. What country is this?
Jul 18, 2020

Taking a page from the playbooks of autocrats around
the globe, President Donald Trump has deployed
federal agents to patrol the streets of Portland,
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Oregon, where, dressed in camouflage uniforms that
identified them only as "police," they have reportedly
used tear gas to dispel protesters - and more darkly,
cruised the city in unmarked vans in search of
suspected protesters before spiriting ...

The Editorial Board:
New York should
stand up for citizens'
rights to speak
Jul 18, 2020

They’re called SLAPPs, and they’re an infringement
on Americans’ rights to free speech. 

Another Voice: Burstein tirelessly
serves the residents of Erie County
Jul 21, 2020

The Medical Society and physicians of Erie County
stand strong and proud alongside the endless efforts
of Burstein and our public health officials during these
unprecedented times, writes Aimana ElBahtity.
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